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Abstract—Delays in the construction industry are a global 
phenomenon. Many construction projects experience extensive 
delays exceeding the initially estimated completion time. The main 
purpose of this study is to identify construction projects typical 
behaviors in order to develop a prognosis and management tool. 
Being able to know a construction projects schedule tendency will 
enable evidence-based decision-making to allow resolutions to be 
made before delays occur. This study presents an innovative 
approach that uses Cluster Analysis Method to support predictions 
during Earned Value Analyses. A clustering analysis was used to 
predict future scheduling, Earned Value Management (EVM), and 
Earned Schedule (ES) principal Indexes behaviors in construction 
projects. The analysis was made using a database with 90 different 
construction projects. It was validated with additional data extracted 
from literature and with another 15 contrasting projects. For all 
projects, planned and executed schedules were collected and the 
EVM and ES principal indexes were calculated. A complete linkage 
classification method was used. In this way, the cluster analysis made 
considers that the distance (or similarity) between two clusters must 
be measured by its most disparate elements, i.e. that the distance is 
given by the maximum span among its components. Finally, through 
the use of EVM and ES Indexes and Tukey and Fisher Pairwise 
Comparisons, the statistical dissimilarity was verified and four 
clusters were obtained. It can be said that construction projects show 
an average delay of 35% of its planned completion time. 
Furthermore, four typical behaviors were found and for each of the 
obtained clusters, the interim milestones and the necessary rhythms 
of construction were identified. In general, detected typical behaviors 
are: (1) Projects that perform a 5% of work advance in the first two 
tenths and maintain a constant rhythm until completion (greater than 
10% for each remaining tenth), being able to finish on the initially 
estimated time. (2) Projects that start with an adequate construction 
rate but suffer minor delays culminating with a total delay of almost 
27% of the planned time. (3) Projects which start with a performance 
below the planned rate and end up with an average delay of 64%, and 
(4) projects that begin with a poor performance, suffer great delays 
and end up with an average delay of a 120% of the planned 
completion time. The obtained clusters compose a tool to identify the 
behavior of new construction projects by comparing their current 
work performance to the validated database, thus allowing the 
correction of initial estimations towards more accurate completion 
schedules. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

ONSTRUCTION is one of the most widespread and 
ancient activities of human kind and is positioned as one 

of the largest industries in the world. Unfortunately, 
construction projects schedule overruns are a common 
phenomenon that causes tremendous damage to the global 
economy [1].  

A schedule overrun is defined as additional time required to 
finalize a construction project beyond its original planned 
duration [2]. Other authors define schedule overrun as  

“an act or event that extends the time to complete or 
perform the contract” or as “the time overrun either 
beyond completion date specified in a contract or beyond 
the date that the parties agreed upon for delivery of a 
project” [3], [4].  
It is basically a project slipping over its planned schedule 

and is considered as a common problem in the construction 
project sector [5]. 

The construction process can be divided into three main 
phases: the project conception, project design and project 
construction. The vast majority of the delays tend to occur 
during the construction phase, where most unforeseen factors 
are involved [6]. During this stage, a proper monitoring allows 
to determine the current situation of a project and to make an 
educated prediction of their future status, as long as no further 
variables are introduced [7]. According to [8] and [9], one of 
the most popular and accepted tools for controlling and 
monitoring construction projects are schedules. A schedule is 
a listing of a project's milestones, activities and deliverables, 
usually with intended start and finish dates [10].  

This article present a statistical study to determinate 
schedule typical behaviors based on a cluster analysis and the 
use of EVM indexes, validated with a large number of case 
studies which are also presented. The obtained results will 
serve as a tool for managers to predict a projects future 
performance by way of comparing their current situation to the 
typical project behaviors identified and presented below. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Earned Value Analysis (EVA) is an accepted theoretical 
technique advocated to the control of projects. The EVM 
represents an organized approach to integration and 
measurement of costs and time distribution or business 
achievements, defined by project objectives [11]. Unlike other 
project management techniques which are mainly focused on 
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control, EVM transcends this form and provides information 
that can more easily predict the future directions of a project 
[12]. 

According to [13], EVM is a technique for controlling the 
performance of a project by comparing the amount of work up 
to a certain moment to the estimations made before the project 
start. In this way, there is a measure of the amount of work 
performed and the amount of work remaining to achieve 
project completion.  

The EVM technique has its roots in the Project 
Management Institute. It measures a project’s progresses in an 
objectively way and provides an early warning of poor 
performance issues, if any [10]. It is widely accepted and well 
documented that implementing EVM would bring added value 
to a project monitoring scheme, especially in construction 
projects. Several authors highlight the use of this methodology 
as a predictive analysis tool [14]-[22], while other authors 
have used this method as a project management planning and 
control technique [14]-[22].  

In practice, project progress is evaluated by comparing EV 
indexes and estimates against past values, against similar 
projects or against other several criteria proposed by literature 
[23]. Taking this into account, this article will determine the 
typical behavior of construction projects through a cluster 
analysis, to be used as a standard for comparison. 

The concept of ES is an extension of the concept of EVM, 
and it refers to the amount of additional time needed to reach 
the established progress goals (in the case where construction 
is behind schedule). If construction is ahead of the expected 
schedule, it can be defined as the range of time in which 
construction can make no progress without producing a delay 
in the schedule [21]. 

EVM and ES require the setting of a series of concepts to 
determine the main indexes. Planned Value (PV) is defined as 
the total planned time until the end of the project (setting in 
the planning stage), i.e., PV refers to the contract schedule 
predicted/required before the construction stage. On the other 
hand, the Earned Value (EV) refers to the executed time 
during the construction stage, i.e., the performed schedule of 
an ongoing project. EVM uses these concepts to define 
indicators for schedule efficiency and time delay 
determination: schedule variation (SV) and schedule 
performance index (SPI) [24].  

SV index determines if a project is delayed or ahead 
compared to its original schedule. A SV value below zero 
implies that a project is progressing as planned, while a 
positive value implies the contrary (1). 

SPI is a measure of schedule performance. If SPI is less 
than 1, the index shows that the project is ahead of schedule, 
whereas if SPI values greater than 1 are obtained, it means that 
the project is delayed (2). 

 
           (1) 

 

		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	(2) 

 
Finally, the concept of ES is an extension of the EVM. This 

concept measures the additional time that a delayed project 
requires to reach completion or the time amount that a project 
that is ahead of schedule can be maintained without progress 
until it generates a schedule delay (3).  

 

          (3) 

 
ES is generally used for construction schedules efficiency 

determination. As an example, [13] conducted a study with 16 
American projects, while other authors have applied this 
methodology and proved their effectiveness [25]-[27]. 

Fig. 1 shows the performance indicators summary. Three 
curves of construction project works can be seen: planned 
schedule, early schedule and delayed schedule. Planned 
schedule refers to the contract schedule predicted before the 
construction stage. The early schedule curve shows the overall 
performance of a work with a construction rate higher than 
expected, i.e. is ahead of the planned schedule. Finally, the 
delayed schedule curve illustrates the typical behavior of a 
work that has not met the planning stage requirements, i.e. is 
behind planned schedule. 

For the planned schedule curve, the planned value (PV) and 
the tenths of the planned value (used to standardize projects 
with different construction times) are indicated in Fig. 1. As 
regards to the early (E) and delayed (D) schedule curves, the 
representations of EV indicators are shown, (EVE and EVD, 
respectively). Also, the SV values that are obtained as the 
difference between the EVE or EVD and the PV, are shown 
(SVE and SVD). 

 

 

Fig. 1 EVM and ES indexes for construction project behaviour 
characterization 

 
Authors like [7] and [28] have used EVM indicators to 

evaluate construction projects performance; [29] also 
validated the use of EVM indicators with several case studies 
from the civil industry. Given the importance of some EVM 
indicators for the control and management of construction, 
EVM and ES indicators will be used to characterize the 
construction projects database to determine the typical 
behavior. 
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III. RESEARCH METHOD 

A. Projects Database Characterization  

For prediction model development some formal aspects 
must be taken into account. Since all the projects have 
different construction times, to standardize and compare data, 
the values of estimated completion time need to be discretized. 
The expected construction time (planned duration) will be 
considered over 10 equal parts, ten tenths (Fig. 1). By doing 
this, two projects with different construction times can be 
compared [30]. 

The database includes 90 Uruguayan housing construction 
projects, and for each one, the planned schedule and the ES 
are taken into consideration. This allows to determine EVM 
indexes through the use of (1)-(3). Also, for the cluster 
analysis verification phase, an analogous 15 Spanish housing 
projects database was used. Finally, a large number of authors 
mention planned and executed total times for different civil 
construction projects [34]-[37]. From these authors, only [35]-
[37] will be taken into account for this study, as [31]-[34] do 
not publish data of the projects intermediate timelines.  

B. Cluster Analysis 

The cluster analysis is a multivariate technique used to 
classify a set of individuals or items into homogeneous 
groups. This type of analysis is often used for determining 
taxonomies or behaviors of similar groups [38]. Establishing 
construction works taxonomy is highly relevant, because it 
allows managers to make decisions based on accurate data. 

For a cluster analysis, the selection of the grouping 
variables plays a fundamental role to obtain results. 
Conceptual and practical considerations should be taken into 
account and only variables that are specifically related to the 
object of analysis should be included in the study. 

The complete process can be structured as follows: (1) there 
is a set of N individuals whose information is encrypted by a 
set of n variables (in this case, N matches the 90 construction 
projects mentioned, with 11 variables to be measured). (2) A 
similarity criterion is established. In this case, the EVM 
indicators described above will be taken into account. (3) A 
classification method is selected to determine the structure of 
the grouping. In this case, the maximum distance method 
(furthest neighbor or complete linkage) will be used, 
measuring the Euclidean distance. (4) Finally, the structure 
obtained by tree diagrams or dendrograms is specified. 

In order to perform the classification, it must be determined 
how similar the elements are depending on how different their 
representations turn out to be in the space of the selected 
variables. Most of the similarity indexes are based on 
Euclidean distance. This is the result of measuring the spatial 
distance between two individuals i and j, indicated by d (i, j). 
The value of d (i, j) is always a positive value and the higher 
this value, the greater the difference. 

If the study items are represented as vectors in the space of 
the variables, W … W … W , then each vector will 
include the percentage work completion values in each tenth 
(	 t	, where m indicates the number of the tenth), and it will 

include the value of the ES index (delay measure), thus being 
able to fully characterize a construction work through the 
vector from (4). Then, d (i, j) is determined by the vector 
difference between  - , [39].  

 

, , … , , , 1… .90	 (4) 

 
Regarding classification methods, there are different 

tendencies to be found on literature. The most commonly used 
are: hierarchical methods, optimization methods, density (or 
mode-seeking) methods and "clumping" (or partition) 
methods.  

Hierarchical methods are highly worked and recognized 
[40], which is why they will be used in this research. In this 
technique, the items are not partitioned into clusters at one 
time, but successive partitions at different levels of 
aggregation are made. Additionally, the "complete linkage" 
classification method will be used. This method considers that 
the distance or similarity between two clusters must be 
measured according to their most disparate elements, i.e. the 
distance between two clusters is given by the maximum 
distance (or minimum similarity) between their components. 

C. Validation  

Once the optimal construction projects behavior grouping 
has been obtained, it will be validated through the use of the 
Spanish and the literature databases. The validation consists in 
the testing of these databases in the four obtained clusters.  

A first analysis of the clusters centroids values shows a 
great variability in the data. That is why the linear regression 
that best fits will be determined. All tenths of the Uruguayan 
database will be analyzed using the best fits tool. The tenths 
that most influence the value of the ES indicator will be 
obtained and therefore will be taken into account for the 
adjustment study and validation phase. 

The regression that best fits the predictive variables will be 
obtained using a best subsets model. The best subsets models 
have the highest values of R2, thus guaranteeing high 
predictability. Regression of the best subsets is an efficient 
way to identify models that fit the data appropriately using as 
few predictors as possible. Models that contain a subset of the 
predictors can estimate the regression coefficients and predict 
future responses with less variance than the model that 
includes all the predictors. The best fits tool is used in multiple 
regression studies to find the predictor variables that assurance 
the best linear adjustment on the response variable; in this case 
it will be looked for which tenth or combination of tenths 
produce the best linear adjustment on the ES indicator. 

Once the best-fitting predictors have been obtained (one or 
more of the  elements), their confidence intervals will be 
studied to verify the statistical dissimilarity between principal 
predictors of the clusters and to ensure that the validation 
method is reliable. In the case that the combination of 
predictors results in statistically similar confidence intervals, 
the next best combination that provides dissimilarity will be 
sought.  

Spanish and literature databases will be compared to the 
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clusters, taking into account key predictors, in order to classify 
validation databases projects in to clusters. A construction 
project will belong to a cluster when all its main predictors are 
in the 95% confidence interval of that cluster. Since the 
dissimilarity between the data of the main predictors has been 
proven, when a project belongs to a cluster, statistically it can 
be said that it does not belong to any other.  

After both validation databases have been classified into the 
different clusters, the absolute value of the difference between 
the average delay of the cluster (ES centroid for each cluster) 
and the delay of each one of the projects belonging to it will 
be measured. Average of all the differences represents the 
accuracy to predict the deviations of the schedules. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Projects Database Characterization  

The 90 Uruguayan construction projects were processed. 
Tables I and II show the average progress for each tenth and 
the ES and EVM indexes averages. These data allows for the 
construction of the projects’ progress characteristic curves. 
The 95% Upper Confidence Interval (UCI) and Lower 
Confidence Interval (LCI) maximum (Max) and minimum 
(Min) database values are shown. From the database analysis 
it can be deduced that construction projects show an average 
delay of 34.68% with a 95% confidence interval that includes 
delays ranging from 28.95% to 40.41%.  

Tables III and IV show the 15 Spanish construction projects 
characterizations that will be taken into account for the cluster 
analysis validation. Tables V and VI show the literature 
review processed data which will be used in the cross-
validation. Data published by [35]-[37] was transformed using 
the work progress measurement system proposed by [30]. 

Data proposed by Uruguayan, Spanish and literature 
databases do not show great dissimilarities during the course 
of the construction works. However, deviation becomes 
evident when contrasting completion times, where Uruguayan 
projects have a tendency of showing larger delays than their 
counterparts, the literature database is the one that presents the 
shortest average completion time. 

 
TABLE I 

URUGUAYAN CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS DATABASE CHARACTERIZATION 

Tenths of PVa Mean Deviation UCI LCI Max Min 

1/10t% 5.50 4.17 6.36 4.64 17.62 0.00 

2/10t% 7.69 3.48 8.41 6.97 20.00 0.72 

3/10t% 8.10 3.46 8.82 7.39 20.42 2.08 

4/10t% 8.34 3.15 9.00 7.69 16.34 0.00 

5/10t% 8.72 3.48 9.44 8.00 18.00 0.88 

6/10t% 9.49 3.80 10.27 8.70 30.13 3.01 

7/10t% 9.50 3.53 10.23 8.77 20.13 2.51 

8/10t% 9.23 3.39 9.93 8.53 21.23 3.32 

9/10t% 8.98 3.67 9.74 8.22 24.17 0.01 

10/10t% 8.12 3.67 8.88 7.36 16.27 0.00 
aValues of estimated completion time considered over 10 equal parts [30] 

B. Cluster Analysis 

The cluster analysis of the Uruguayan database was carried 
out. Fig. 1 shows that with a combination of 4 conglomerates 

an acceptable level of similarity is reached, obtaining then 
conglomerates with significantly different behaviors, see 
Tables VII and VIII.  

 
TABLE II 

URUGUAYAN CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS DATABASE EVM/ES INDEXES 

EVM/ES Indexes Mean Deviation UCI LCI Max Min 

ES% 34.68 27.74 40.41 29.95 120.00 -6.25 

SV% 8.21 6.41 9.54 6.89 26.00 -2.00 

SPI 1.35 0.28 1.40 1.29 2.20 0.94 

 
TABLE III 

SPANISH CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS DATABASE CHARACTERIZATION 

Tenths of PV Mean Deviation UCI LCI Max Min 

1/10t% 5.69 2.06 6.73 4.64 10.51 2.85 

2/10t% 7.15 1.96 8.15 6.16 10.41 2.89 

3/10t% 8.45 1.89 9.40 7.49 10.98 4.98 

4/10t% 8.55 1.64 9.38 7.72 11.21 5.44 

5/10t% 8.82 1.94 9.80 7.84 11.83 4.08 

6/10t% 9.60 1.61 10.42 8.79 13.09 6.89 

7/10t% 9.79 1.75 10.68 8.90 13.13 6.36 

8/10t% 9.29 1.58 10.09 8.49 13.11 6.93 

9/10t% 8.96 1.83 9.89 8.04 10.94 4.22 

10/10t% 7.37 2.36 8.56 6.17 10.36 3.01 

 
TABLE IV 

SPANISH CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS DATABASE EVM/ES INDEXES 

EVM/ES Indexes Mean Deviation UCI LCI Max Min 

ES% 30,24 23,65 42,21 18,27 30,24 23,7 

SV% 6,60 4,97 9,11 4,09 6,60 4,97 

SPI 1,30 0,24 1,42 1,18 1,30 0,24 

 
TABLE V 

LITERATURE CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS DATABASE CHARACTERIZATION 

Tenths of PV Mean Deviation UCI LCI Max Min 

1/10t% 6.06 1.12 7.15 4.97 7.23 4.73 

2/10t% 7.65 0.58 8.22 7.08 8.32 6.90 

3/10t% 8.53 0.51 9.02 8.03 8.96 7.90 

4/10t% 8.75 0.50 9.24 8.25 9.23 8.09 

5/10t% 8.47 1.52 9.96 6.98 9.96 6.45 

6/10t% 9.20 0.33 9.52 8.88 9.63 8.93 

7/10t% 8.89 0.62 9.49 8.28 9.37 8.03 

8/10t% 9.04 1.14 10.15 7.93 10.57 8.02 

9/10t% 9.53 1.63 11.13 7.93 11.20 7.36 

10/10t% 8.56 0.64 9.18 7.93 9.16 7.98 

 
TABLE VI 

LITERATURE CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS DATABASE EVM/ES INDEXES 

EVM/ES Indexes Mean Deviation UCI LCI Max Min

ES% 21.88 9.24 30.93 12.82 21.88 9.24

SV% 5.00 2.71 7.65 2.35 7.00 1.00

SPI 1.22 0.09 1.31 1.13 1.29 1.08

 
To assess the dissimilarity between the four clusters 

formed, an ANOVA analysis was performed for the SV and 
SPI control variables. The significant differences detected for 
these indicators were analyzed by Tukey and Fisher method. It 
was proven that for the selected control variables the clusters 
are statistically dissimilar [41]. Moreover, the data in Tables 
VII and VIII are graphically represented in Fig. 3, where the 
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four typical behaviors of the construction projects can be 
identified. 

Cluster C1 and cluster C2 define the intermediate stages of 
the construction projects behaviors, where C2 contains 
projects that have a shorter completion time than the projects 
contained in C1. Cluster C3 and cluster C4 define the extreme 
behaviors for construction projects, where cluster C3 contains 
projects that end on time, while cluster C4 contains projects 
with the greatest delays.  

Construction projects from C1 usually start with a 
performance below the planned rate and end with an average 
delay of 64%, while construction projects from C2 start with 
an adequate construction rate, suffer minor delays, 
culminating then with a total delay of almost 27% of the 
planned time. Cluster C3 defines the construction projects that 
maintain the expected behavior. These types of projects 
perform a 5% of work advance in the first two tenths and 
maintain a construction rhythm greater than 10% in the 
remaining tenths. Thus being able to maintain a curve that is 
between the expected schedule and early schedule, and finish 
on the initially estimated time. Finally, C4 defines the 
construction projects that suffer the greatest delays and 
therefore have completion times furthest from those originally 
planned. This type of project begins with a poor performance; 
suffer great delays and setbacks; and finally end up with an 
average delay of 120% of the planned completion time. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Clustering dendrogram using complete linkage method 
 

TABLE VII 
CENTROIDS FOR 4 CONGLOMERATES COMBINATION  

Variables C1 b C1 UCI C1 LCI C2  C1 UCI C1 LCI 

1/10t% . 5.90 2.75 5.57 6.93 4.21 

2/10t% 5.84 6.70 4.97 7.83 8.84 6.82 

3/10t% 5.25 5.97 4.54 7.53 9.36 5.69 

4/10t% 6.03 6.81 4.24 8.57 9.25 6.81 

5/10t% 7.09 8.03 6.15 8.42 9.43 7.40 

6/10t% 7.72 8.53 6.42 9.68 10.77 8.51 

7/10t% 8.76 10.09 7.43 8.90 9.83 7.98 

8/10t% 8.29 9.43 7.15 8.79 9.59 7.99 

9/10t% 8.73 10.09 7.38 10.03 11.22 8.84 

10/10t% 9.17 10.36 7.98 8.96 10.00 7.92 

ES % 64.57 68.31 60.74 27.08 29.44 24.55 
b C1, …, C4 represents Cluster N°1, …., Cluster N°4 centroid. 
 
It should be noted that the initial behaviors of the four 

clusters show similarities and it is only after the third tenth 

that the behavior begins to differ. This is the reason why a 
study of the best subsets was carried out. Through this 
statistical analysis, it will be determined which one or more of 
the tenths are determinant to the projects delay, i.e. ES index; 
and only these key predictors will be taken into account during 
the validation phase. This will ensure that the classification of 
new projects is accurate, avoiding comparing tenths that are 
not related to the ES value. 

 
TABLE VIII 

CENTROIDS FOR FOUR CONGLOMERATES COMBINATION 

Variables C3 b C3 UCI C3 LCI C4 C4 UCI C4 LCI 

1/10t% 6.75 8.40 5.11 5.57 7.86 0.97 

2/10t% 9.77 11.33 8.20 7.83 8.81 1.43 

3/10t% 10.50 12.12 9.87 4.53 4.73 3.30 

4/10t% 10.44 12.03 9.85 3.57 4.47 3.35 

5/10t% 10.95 12.59 9.31 8.42 9.87 6.64 

6/10t% 11.09 13.19 11.00 5.68 6.48 4.50 

7/10t% 11.40 13.12 9.68 8.90 11.73 5.80 

8/10t% 11.34 13.14 9.54 8.79 9.20 4.61 

9/10t% 8.21 9.51 6.91 4.37 6.42 2.31 

10/10t% 6.49 8.09 4.88 3.02 5.29 0.74 

ES % 5.70 7.98 3.32 106.74 118.45 95.02 
B C1, …, C4 represents Cluster N°1, …., Cluster N°4. 
 

 

Fig. 3 Cluster graphical representation 

C. Validation  

The validation phase consists in determining how 
appropriate the obtained clusters are. The best method to 
classify new projects in the proposed clusters will be 
determined and then the degree in which the clusters conform 
to the validation data bases will be calculated. 

After an exhaustive analysis of the Uruguayan construction 
projects database, it is concluded that not all tenths have the 
same ES predictive capability. This is reaffirmed in Fig. 3, 
where it can be seen that the centroids have a similar behavior 
at the beginning of the projects, separating its behavior only 
once 30% of the planned time has passed. It is for this reason 
that determining which one or more of the tenths has a better 
predictive capability in the ES response is sought.  

The regression that best fits the predictive variables will be 
obtained using a best subsets model. Table IX shows all 
combinations for W  predictors and the coefficient of 
determination (R2) of the predictive model that is obtained by 
using each combination. The best combination of three 
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predictors was selected for the following reasons: (1) it 
contains the smallest number of predictors that obtain the 
greater R2 and (2) all predictors are at the initial phases of the 
project, which will allow predictions at earlier stages of the 
projects. In the selected combination (row 5, Table IX), the 
percentage of the ES data variation that is explained by W  
predictors value is 75.19% (R2). 

After selecting the best predictor variables combination, a 
means analysis was performed. Means analysis are commonly 
used to determine whether the mean of each group differs 
from the overall mean. Using this statistical analysis, it was 
possible to demonstrate that the best subsets that were selected 

are dissimilar. This can be seen represented in Figs. 4-6. 
Afterward, the statistical dissimilarity between the main 

predictors was demonstrated, the new projects of the 
validation databases were classified among the proposed 
clusters. It can be said that a new construction project belongs 
to a cluster if all its elements belonging to the centroids of the 
main predictors (its value is within the confidence interval for 
each one of the key predictors). Table X can be used as a 
reference to classify a new project within the four clusters 
obtained. For the construction project to be owned, it must 
belong to the three key predictors between ICU and LCI. 

 
TABLE IX 

BEST SUBSETS REGRESSION - POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS 

R2 1/10t 2/10t 3/10t 4/10t 5/10t 6/10t 7/10t 8/10t 9/10t 10/10t 

58.78   X        

54.19    X       

65.88    X  X     

62.54   X     X   

75.19   X X  X     

74.77   X X    X   

81.12   X X  X  X   

77.89   X X    X X  

86.74   X X  X  X  X 

82.43  X X X    X X  

90.21   X X  X  X X X 

88.13  X X X  X  X  X 

93.13  X X X  X  X X X 

91.46 X  X X  X  X X X 

94.38  X X X X X  X X X 

94.10 X X X X  X  X X X 

95.63 X X X X X X  X X X 

94.52 X X X X  X X X X X 

95.77 X X X X X X X X X X 
B C1, …, C4 represents Cluster N°1, …., Cluster N°4. 

 
TABLE X 

CLUSTERING CLASSIFICATION TABLE 

Variables 3/10t (%) 4/10t(%) 6/10t(%)  

C1 - UCI 5.97 6.81 8.53 

C1 - LCI 4.54 4.24 6.42 

C2 - UCI 9.36 9.25 10.77 

C2 - LCI 5.69 6.81 8.51 

C3 - UCI 12.12 12.03 13.19 

C3 - LCI 9.87 9.85 11.00 

C4 - UCI 4.73 4.41 6.48 

C4 - LCI 3.35 3.35 4.50 

 
A practical example will be described below. The Spanish 

database WE3 that belongs to "El Cañaveral" construction 
project will be used for demonstration purposes, see Table XI. 
Taking into account the key predictors (3/10t, 4/10t, and 6/10t) 
and using Table X, it can be said that this project belongs to 
C2 cluster. The predictor 3/10 is between 5.69% and 9.36%, 
the predictor 4/10 belongs to the confidence interval that goes 
from 6.81% up to 9.25%, and the predictor 6/10 is between 
8.51% and 10.77%, satisfying the proposed classification 
criteria. This same study has been carried out for each of the 

projects of both validation databases, obtaining a classification 
of the validation projects in to the proposed clusters. 

 
TABLE XI 

WE3– EL CAÑAVERAL CONSTRUCTION PROJECT 

1/10t 2/10t 3/10t 4/10t 5/10t 6/10t 7/10t 8/10t 9/10t 10/10t ES 

4.21 7.41 9.32 8.23 4.08 10.09 9.13 9.55 9.55 8.48 25,00

 

 

Fig. 4 Interval plot for 3/10 t – Clusters for Uruguayan database 
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Finally, to obtain the method prediction capability, the 
absolute value of the difference between the average delay of 
the cluster (ES centroid for each cluster) and the delay of each 
one of the projects belonging to it is calculated. For the 
example case this value is calculated as the absolute value of 
the difference between 27.08% and 25.00%, i.e. 2.08%. For all 
the projects belonging to the two validation databases, this 
difference is calculated. The predictive capacity of the model 
is given by the average of all the calculated differences. Using 
this criterion, a difference of 2.36 % was obtained for the 
Spanish database, and 4.72% for the literature database, 
averaging a value of accuracy in the prediction of 3.54%. 

 

 

Fig. 5 Interval plot for 4/10 t – Clusters for Uruguayan database 
 

 

Fig. 6 Interval plot for 6/10 t– Clusters for Uruguayan database 

V. CONCLUSION 

Four typical behaviors of construction projects were 
detected by the use of a cluster analysis. The study was 
successfully validated through an ANOVA using Tukey and 
Fisher methods. A method to determine the belonging of new 
projects to the proposed clusters was developed using an 
Uruguayan database and cross-validated with two additional 
databases: Spanish and Literature. 

It could be concluded that it is possible to have an 
acceptable predictive capacity at 30% of the planned time, but 
it is only at 60% that more accurate data about delays behavior 
is obtained. Moreover, in the validation phase an error of 
3.54% was obtained; transforming the classification criterion 

into a powerful tool for the prognosis and management of 
construction projects. 
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